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Tracking the fate of individual cells and their progeny by clonal

analysis has redefined the concept of stem cells and their role in

health and disease. The maintenance of cell turnover in adult

tissues is achieved by the collective action of populations of

stem cells with an equal likelihood of self-renewal or

differentiation. Following injury stem cells exhibit striking

plasticity, switching from homeostatic behavior in order to

repair damaged tissues. The effects of disease states on stem

cells are also being uncovered, with new insights into how

somatic mutations trigger clonal expansion in early neoplasia.
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Introduction
Many adult tissues are continually turned over. New cells

must be made at a rate that exactly matches cell loss. This

balance is critical, as if slightly too few cells are made the

tissue will fail while excess cell production is a feature of

cancer. New cells of each lineage are produced by stem

cells. Clonal analysis to resolve the fate of individual

rather than bulk populations of stem cells has revealed

the cellular mechanisms by which stem cells sustain a

variety of lineages throughout life. The proliferative

diversity between tissues and the dynamic and adaptable

nature of the cells that sustain them makes defining the

term ‘stem cell’ ever more challenging. Here we will

adopt a purely functional definition, stem cells are cell

populations that maintain and/or regenerate adult tissues

or lineages [1,2]. We discuss the rapidly developments in

clonal analysis in three adult stem cell systems, intestine,
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squamous epithelium and blood, and consider how recent

results have revised the stem cell paradigm.

Stem cells in homeostasis
Intestinal epithelium

Our understanding of the stem cells of the epithelium that

lines the intestine has been transformed by the application

of clonal analysis in transgenic mouse models (Figure 1a,

b) [3]. The tissue is rapidly turned over. Differentiated

cells on the finger-like villi are continually shed and

replaced by proliferating cells located in pits, known as

crypts, which lie adjacent to the villi [4]. Inducible genetic

lineage tracing of single cells expressing the Wnt target

gene Lgr5 reveals clones containing the four differentiated

cell lineages of the epithelium, some of which persist long

term (Figure 2a) [5]. This indicates that the Lgr5+ popu-

lation both sustains itself and maintains the epithelium. In
vitro clonal analysis, in which LGR5+ cells were cultured

revealed that the progeny of single cells could self assem-

ble into intestinal like 3 dimensional structures termed

organoids that contained the four differentiated cell types

and could be serially propagated, as long as the media

contained Wnt ligands [6]. In vivo, the source of WNT is

the Paneth cells that lie adjacent to the Lgr5+ cells at the

crypt base (Figure 2a). [7]. Fluorescent tagging of WNT3

in a transgenic mice reveals that the restricted distribution

of WNT signaling at the crypt base is due to the protein

remaining bound to cell membranes and being diluted

when cells divide [8��]. This mechanism restricts stem

cells to the crypt base, as once they leave the niche, stem

cells receive less WNT signal and undergo differentiation

[9,10]. In each crypt stem cells compete neutrally with

their neighbours, with the result that, purely by chance,

the crypt will eventually become colonized by the progeny

of one stem cell [9,10]. It was thought that all Lgr5+ cells

contributed equally to tissue maintenance, but more re-

cent studies have shown that only a third of the cells in the

crypt are proliferating at any one time. Combined intravi-

tal imaging with genetic lineage tracing has shown that the

cells in the uppermost part of the niche are the most likely

to differentiate [11].

Squamous epithelia

The outermost layer of the skin, the epidermis, and the

lining of the oesophagus consist of layers of keratinocytes

(Figure 2b, c) [2,12]. Proliferation is confined to the basal

layer of cells. On commitment to terminal differentiation,

cells exit the cell cycle and leave the basal layer, migrating

to the tissue surface from which they are shed. There are

conflicting models of how the epidermis is maintained.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Methods of clonal analysis. (a) In this example, genetic lineage tracing in the epidermis is activated by tamoxifen induced cre recombination,

leading to the reporter gene (GFP, green) being expressed in scattered cells in the basal cell layer. Expression of the label is inherited by the

progeny of the labelled cell (green), revealing the fate of the labelled cell and its daughters over the time since induction. (b) Lineage tracing can

be combined with intravital imaging to study stem cell biology in live animals, for example in tracking single stem cells within the hair follicle

during homeostasis and regeneration. (c) Index sorting allows parallel transcriptional and functional analysis of individual cells in a population

sharing the same surface markers and may reveal unexpected heterogeneity at the single cell level. (d) Deep targeted exome sequencing of small

samples of normal sun-exposed human skin has revealed a high burden of clones carrying oncogenic driver mutations (represented by shaded

circles). Measured clone areas are projected onto a simulated 1 cm2 area of skin, open circles indicate neutral mutations.
Statistical analysis of inducible genetic lineage tracing

argues that the proliferating cells in the basal layer of

the epithelium contribute equally to tissue maintenance

[13–17]. The outcome of individual cell divisions is un-

predictable, producing two differentiating daughters, two

dividing cells or one cell of each type. However, the

probabilities of generating dividing or differentiating

daughter cells are balanced so homeostasis is achieved

across the population of dividing cells. The case for this

single progenitor model has been strongly reinforced by a

recent study of ear and paw epidermis which combines
www.sciencedirect.com 
intravital imaging with transgenic lineage tracing to show

that there are no slow cycling stem cells at these sites and

that measurement of proliferating cell behavior is entirely

consistent with a single cell type [18��]. It appears that not

all body sites are the same however. Tail epidermis does

contain a slow cycling stem cell population in addition to

progenitors that is mobilized following injury [19]. Anoth-

er report fails to find evidence for slow cycling cells in back

skin but argues, in contradiction to earlier work, that there

are two populations of rapidly dividing progenitor cells

dividing at different rates in different regions of the
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 43:14–21
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Figure 2
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Stem cell dynamics during homeostasis and injury. (a) Intestinal epithelium. In homeostasis (left side) a self-sustaining population of Lgr5+ stem

cells (yellow) located at the base of the intestinal crypt generates the four differentiated lineages of the epithelium via progenitor cells in the upper

crypt. Differentiated cells leave the crypt, migrate on to the villi and are lost by shedding or apoptosis. Regeneration (right side): following ablation

of the Lgr5+ population, progenitor cells migrate to the lower crypt and regenerate Lgr5+ stem cells. (b) Squamous epithelia. Mouse esophageal

epithelium consists of layers of keratinocytes with proliferating stem cells located in the basal layer. Homeostasis (left side) is maintained by stem

cells whose divisions have three possible outcomes: two stem cells, two differentiating daughters or one cell of each type. The result of an

individual division is unpredictable but the probabilities of the symmetric outcomes are balanced so that on average, across the stem cell

population, equal proportions of stem and differentiating cells are produced. Regeneration (right side). In response to injury, cells neighbouring the

damaged area stop proliferation and migrate towards the wound. Behind this migrating front, progenitor cells reversibly switch their fate to

produce more stem than differentiating progeny until the tissue is repaired. (c) Skin epidermis is similar to the oesophagus in homeostasis (left)

and regeneration (right), but also contains hair follicles which can be functionally split into three distinct compartments: junctional zone, bulge and

hair germ (HG); all of these containing populations of stem cells that maintain each compartment during homeostasis. After injury, cells derived

from the hair follicle migrate into the epidermis to support wound repair. (d) Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). During homeostasis (left) HSC are

confined to the bone marrow microvasculature and divide infrequently. HSC are activated by stress signals (e.g. released cytokines such as M-csf)

to generate multiple cell lineages. Activated HSC may also enter the blood stream.
epidermis [20]. Intravital imaging of tail and back skin will

hopefully resolve the basis of epidermal homeostasis at

these sites. In the mouse oesophagus, transgenic lineage

tracing makes a compelling case for tissue maintenance by

a single progenitor population [15,21].

The skin also contains hair follicles, complex organs

with multiple cell types that undergo cyclical growth
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 43:14–21 
and contraction (Figure 2c). Lineage tracing in this

system in which there is extensive cell death is chal-

lenging. However it is clear that the upper parts of the

hair follicle, the junctional zone and infundibulum, are

maintained by a separate population of stem cells from

the lower follicle (the bulge region and areas beneath

it) [22–25]. As with the intestine, the combination of

intravital imaging with transgenic tools to track cells has
www.sciencedirect.com
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begun to reveal the dynamics of stem cells in hair

follicles [23,26].

Hematopoiesis

For decades hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) have been

assayed by flow sorting bone marrow cells for multiple

surface markers and transplanting them into recipients

whose hematopoietic system has been destroyed by radi-

ation [27]. HSC are defined by their ability to reconstitute

hematopoiesis in the long term, a property demonstrated

even by single cells [28]. Allowing single HSC to divide

once in culture and then separating and transplanting the

individual daughter cells revealed that single stem cells

generate a diversity of progeny, from two HSC daughters

to pairs of more differentiated cells with some divisions

with one HSC and one differentiating cell, findings which

argue against hematopoietic stem cell fate being prede-

termined [29].

Single cell analysis is also challenging the classification of

HSC and early progenitors based on combinations of cell

surface markers. Individual cells from a population iso-

lated by flow cytometry that appears pure in terms of

surface marker expression have been subjected to ‘index

sorting’ (Figure 1c). Some single cells are transcriptionally

profiled by RNA sequencing while parallel functional

assays including clonal in vivo lineage tracing are per-

formed on other individuals from the same sorted popu-

lation [30��]. This ‘approach has revealed substantial

functional and transcriptional heterogeneity in what

was thought to be a single common myeloid progenitor

population based on surface marker expression and bulk

rather than clonal assays [31��,32��,33��]. These results

challenge a long held model in which HSC derived

progenitors progressively lose the capacity to generate

multiple cell lineages as differentiation proceeds. The

combination of index sorting, single cell transcriptomics

and genetic lineage tracing may have wide application in

the study of other types of stem cells that appear pure but

have divergent fates.

While transplantation is a powerful technique, it tests the

ability of cells to survive the stress of transplantation as

well as regenerating the blood system, and arguably gives

limited insight into the how the cells function in homeo-

stasis (Figure 2d) [34]. Genetic lineage tracing argues that

adult hematopoiesis in unperturbed animals is very dif-

ferent from transplants, with self renewing populations of

lineage committed progenitors sustaining the blood sys-

tem while transplantable HSC are almost quiescent and

make negligible contribution to maintenance

[35��,36,37��].

Stem cell plasticity following injury
Alongside maintaining cellular turnover, adult stem cells

also have to regenerate tissues following injury. Clonal

analysis has uncovered remarkable flexibility in the
www.sciencedirect.com 
responses of stem cells and their progeny to tissue dam-

age.

Intestine: dedifferentiation to regenerate stem cells

A series of innovative studies has revealed that contrary to

what has long been assumed, cellular differentiation is not

a ‘one way street’. Normally when stem cells leave their

niche at the base of the crypt they differentiate into

lineage restricted progenitors and migrate through the

crypt to become terminally differentiated cells [9]. How-

ever, clonal genetic lineage tracing combined with single

cell transcriptional analysis reveals that following ablation

of LGR5+ stem cells both lineage committed Paneth and

enterocyte precursor cells can reenter the niche and

reconstitute the LGR5+ stem cell population

(Figure 2a) [38–40]. Such plasticity explains how the

intestine is able to restore homeostasis after transgenic

LGR5+ cell deletion unless this is combined with an

additional insult such as irradiation that also destroys

precursor cells [41].

Squamous epithelia: crossing compartments and

switching proliferation

The skin epidermis is frequently injured. In response to

wounding, stem cell progeny migrate across boundaries of

tissue compartments that are not normally crossed

[25,42]. Stem cells in the hair follicle and sweat ducts

contribute cells to the interfollicular epidermis after

injury [25,43,44]. Quiescent epidermal stem cells that

are mobilized by wounding have also been described

in mouse tail epidermis [19]. Lineage tracing reveals

clonal streams of genetically marked cells entering the

epidermis until the injury is repaired. In addition intravi-

tal imaging shows that if stem cells in hair follicle bulge

are ablated cells from the upper hair follicle regenerate

them [23].

Studies in mouse oesophagus have shown that a ‘reserve’

population of slow cycling stem cells is not essential for

wound repair. Clonal lineage tracing argues that the stem

cells close to a wound switch from producing equal

proportions of stem cells and differentiating cells to

transiently produce an excess of stem cell daughters until

the defect in the tissue is healed [15,16]. This ability to

flip between ‘maintenance’ to ‘wound’ mode and back

again in response to loss and recovery of local cell conflu-

ence has recently been visualized directly by reconstruct-

ing clonal cell lineages from live imaging of primary

cultures of human keratinocytes [45��]. Such plasticity

provides a rapid and robust mechanism to restore the

integrity of frequently wounded squamous tissues [12]. It

remains to be seen whether such behavior contributes to

wound healing in mouse epidermis.

Hematopoiesis: lineage bias

HSC generate multiple cell lineages and may need to

increase production of a particular lineage to meet sys-
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2016, 43:14–21



18 Differentiation and disease
temic challenges [2]. For example, an increase in the

levels of myeloid cells is required during infection. To

meet these requirements normally slow cycling are

HSC may be mobilized in response to circulating

factors (Figure 2d). For example, live imaging and

transcriptional analysis of individual HSCs in culture

reveals that the cytokine MCSF promotes myeloid

fate [46].

Stem cell mutation and clonal competition
All cells are subject to somatic mutation either from

environmental agents or from ‘clock’ like processes that

generate mutations at a rate proportional to age [47]. Stem
Figure 3
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cells may generate clones of cells carrying the accumulat-

ed mutations of the founder cell. While the stochastic

differentiation of stem cells eliminates many mutant

clones, those clones that persist long term will accumulate

further mutations. Should a mutation result accelerate the

rate cell division or result in more stem cell than differen-

tiating progeny being produced, the clone will outcompete

its wild type neighbours and begin to colonize the tissue

[48]. Recently the cellular processes by which clones

carrying cancer driver mutations become established in

mouse and human tissues, the first step towards the

development of cancer, have been revealed by clonal

analysis [49].
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Intestine: competing for crypts

Stem cells with a neutral mutation compete with their un-

mutated neighbours on even terms. However clonal

lineage tracing reveals that stem cells lacking the Apc
gene, which is frequently inactivated in colorectal cancers,

have an substantial competitive advantage over wild type

cells and a high probability of colonizing an entire crypt

(Figure 3a) [50]. Once no wild type cells remain in a crypt

the mutant stem cells become permanent residents of the

epithelium and may go on to acquire the additional

mutations required to develop cancer [49].

Squamous epithelia: short term expansion, long term

constraint

Deep sequencing of small areas of normal human sun

exposed skin has identified a remarkably high density of

clones carrying mutations in genes such as NOTCH1 and

TP53 that are frequent in squamous skin cancer [51��].
The largest of these clones will have evolved over dec-

ades yet they are only slightly larger than clones carrying

neutral (synonymous) mutations. This argues that the

cells with driver mutations have a short-term advantage

over their neighbours, after which their growth is con-

strained and they revert to homeostatic behavior. This

hypothesis is supported by lineage tracing of cells carry-

ing a Notch inhibiting mutation in mouse esophageal

epithelium (Figure 3b) [52��]. Initially the mutant clones

expand exponentially due to an increase in the cell

proliferation and a tilt in cell fate, so more mutant stem

cells than differentiating cells result from the average cell

division. Later, once all the wild type cells have been

expelled from the tissue, mutant cell divisions revert to

producing equal proportions of stem and differentiating

cells, establishing a new steady state within the tissue

[52��].

Blood: aging and mutation

The relentless acquisition of mutant clones with age is

also seen in the hematopoietic system. Clones carrying

oncogenic genes such as DNMT3A, which promotes

myeloid leukemia, are rare in humans under 60, but

are found in one in five people over 90 years of age

[53��,54].

Concluding remarks
The application of genetic lineage tracing to track stem

cells within tissues has revised the concept of the stem

cell. In combination with intravital imaging, stem cell

dynamics within tissues can be resolved with unparalleled

precision. The development of index sorting and single

cell transcriptomics may not only allow cells to be

assigned to lineages but also may begin to reveal the

molecular basis of stochastic self renewal and differentia-

tion of the stem cell populations that sustain adult tissues.

Finally deep sequencing has detected an unexpectedly

high burden of cells carrying oncogenic mutations. Aging

human tissues appear to be a patchwork of mutant clones.
www.sciencedirect.com 
This insight may provide a basis for therapies to purge

tissues of cells with specific mutations before they trans-

form into cancer.
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